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Close Home Illustrators Reps News Search Join/Contact Childrensillustrators.com is a leading professional showcase for the most talented children's illustrators in the world. Founded in 2004, CI's mission is to simplify the process of acquiring artists by offering commissioners a very comprehensive and inspiring portfolio
directory. Looking to hire a children's illustrator? Discover and access the richness of global talent available Childrensillustrators.com - happy commissioning! Image of this item: Michael O'Mara Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. Color Quest Animals
took color-by-number books to a whole new level, with 30 wild and wonderful animals waiting to be unveiled. Use coloring pens or pencils to color numbered shapes and uncover stunning and complex artwork hidden on the page. Shade in a gorgeous mandrill, colorful fisherman or beautiful butterfly, and let Color Quest
Animals take you on a magical journey as you bring hidden gems to life by overshadowing them in shapes. Inventory of the seller #HUK9781782437130 Learn more about this reseller | Contact this dealer on 4 March 2016. Image of this item: Michael O'Mara Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English. A brand new book. Color Quest Animals took color-by-number books to a whole new level, with 30 wild and wonderful animals waiting to be unveiled. Use coloring pens or pencils to color numbered shapes and uncover stunning and complex artwork hidden on the page. Shade in a gorgeous
mandrill, colorful fisherman or beautiful butterfly, and let Color Quest Animals take you on a magical journey as you bring hidden gems to life by overshadowing them in shapes. Inventory of the seller #HUK9781782437130 Learn more about this reseller | Contact this dealer on 5 March 2016. Page 2 Stock image About
this item: Independently published, United States, 2019. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. GIFT IDEAS - COLOUR COLOUR BOOKS BY NUMBER These relaxing illustrations of this coloring book will certainly bring you peace and quiet on every page. And these pictures are easy to
see to make this stress free coloring experience for colonists of all ages and skill levels. So sit back, relax and paint! - 8.5 x 11 pages- One-sided pages- Including coloring book- Coloring test pages included Single-sided Coloring PagesEal image is printed on a black-backed page to reduce bleed-through. Makes the
perfect surprise gift to have a special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Scroll to the top of the page and click buy. Seller Stocks #APC9781687094919 Learn more about this seller | Contact this dealer 3. Action image About this item: Independent Publishing Platform,
2017. Paperback. Condition: Fair. Fair. may last longer than normal from November 1st to December 31student Edition. No obvious missing pages. Light wrinkles from liquid damage. Slight wear, wrinkles, curling or creasing on the cover and spine. Maybe they used stickers or leftovers. Dust cover may be missing. Good
bond with no apparent loose or torn sides. No obvious writing or highlighting. Additional materials are not guaranteed by the books used. Seller Stocks #1975921402-4 More Information About This Seller | Contact this vendor on 6 March 2016. Stock image About this item: Independently published, United States, 2019.
Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. Relax and immerse yourself in a world of color by number just for you! This adult coloring book of relaxing, detailed mosaic animal images will put your mind at ease as you let your worries slip away and enjoy the coloring of these beautiful animals. The
images in this book include a wide range of incredible mosaic animals including giraffes, tigers, rhinos, elephants, monkees, birds, cats, and many more! This book is a medium level of difficulty, with more intricate designs for more advanced colorists, or colorists who would like a little challenge. Our professional artists
will leave you breathtaking finished paintings that you can dye, rip out and hang if you want. You'll feel your stress melting away as you follow a simple number scheme with the colors listed, or go ahead and fill the pictures with your own favorite colors! Each picture is printed on high-quality paper, followed by a blank
sheet of paper followed by a blank sheet of paper, so you never have to worry about ripping individual pictures out of a book. You get: 20 mosaic animal designs and one-sided sided illustrations that are great for framing premium glossy finish design large 8.5 x 11 pages that easily fit into the standard 8.5 x11 frame
bonus color according to the number of pages at the end of other books! Plenty of room to get wild and free! Why you will love this color by book number You can use colored pencils, gel pens, markers, colors, ink, watercolor, sharpies, crayola crayons–any type of coloring tool you like! Each picture is printed on highquality paper, followed by a blank sheet of paper followed by a blank sheet of paper, so you never have to worry about ripping individual pictures out of a book. Mystery mosaic images look like gorgeous stained-iron or template drawing shapes when you're done You choose: Follow the simple numbered color tool
provided, or get creative with your own color palette simple and fun coloring room for adults, kids, teen-perfect for all ages! Both beginners and advanced artists will love this style! Color-By-Numbers books are easy to color for seniors, people with Alzheimer's disease, and older artists–they're great brain games! Color-ByNumber Patterns Are Simple Coloring Activities for Mindfulness, Meditation, Color Therapy and Peace Enjoy (SUBJECT) and get ready for extreme relaxation! So if you're looking for a great gift for a (subject) lover in your life, this is the perfect book (adorable/stunning SUBJECTs)! Or buy this book for yourself! Scroll up
to buy now and get your copy immediately!. Seller Stocks #APC9781710747195 Learn more about this seller | Contact this vendor on 18 March 2016. Image of this item: Michael O'Mara Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. Color Quest Animals took
color-by-number books to a whole new level, with 30 wild and wonderful animals waiting to be unveiled. Use coloring pens or pencils to color numbered shapes and uncover stunning and complex artwork hidden on the page. Shade in a gorgeous mandrill, colorful fisherman or beautiful butterfly, and let Color Quest
Animals take you on a magical journey as you bring hidden gems to life by overshadowing them in shapes. Inventory of the seller #HUK9781782437130 Learn more about this reseller | Contact this vendor on 27 March 2016. Page 3 21%off 6% off Michael O' Mara Books John Woodcock This website uses cookies that
are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the purposes set out in our Cookie Policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this site, clicking on a link, or continuing browsing, you otherwise agree to the use of cookies. Find out more. More.
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